Backup to
Object Storage (B2OS)

Automatic

Snapshot-based
backup to Object
Storage
Set it and Forget it
Automatic, snapshot-based
incremental, backups
Object Target
Backup to cost-effective object-based
storage such as Amazon S3
Create new Storage Tiers
Use B2OS as a Tier 2 and Glacier as
Tier 3
Complete Flexibility
Restore data from B2OS to any
vendor — Zadara, Amazon, or other

Backup to Object Storage (B2OS) provides a new,
simple, cost-effective level of data protection
leveraging object-based storage
The Zadara® enterprise-class VPSA® Zadara’s Backup to Object Storage
Storage Array offers the performance, (B2OS) feature enables VPSA customers
control, privacy, and management to create an automatic, snapshot-based,
features customers have come to expect continuous, incremental backup to lowfrom traditional enterprise storage cost, object storage. The B2OS feature
solutions, but with the added advantages eliminates the need for host-based
of elasticity and the economics of an as-a- backup software and provides a simple,
service model. The solutions are available easy-to-use, high-performance, blockboth in the cloud, as well as in
based, backup process.
an On-Premise as-a-Service
B2OS
(OPaaS) option.
VPSA customers can also
BACKUP
TO OBJECT migrate data from Amazon
STORAGE
VPSAs deliver iSCSI block
S3 to Amazon’s Glacier cold
(SAN) and NFS/CIFS file (NAS)
storage, creating new tiers of
storage so that business
data protection (e.g., Tier 0 —
applications not only can run in Cloud VPSA 800GB SSD, Tier 1 — VPSA 6TB HDD,
environments, but do so with optimum Tier 2 — VPSA B2OS, Tier 3 — Glacier).
reliability, data privacy, serviceability,
and performance. This sets the Zadara Finally, maintaining Zadara’s mission
solution apart from other cloud storage of providing customers with complete
alternatives, which require the use of flexibility, data backed up by B2OS can be
non-standard interfaces or object-based restored to any storage medium from any
storage architectures. VPSAs are feature vendor including Zadara VPSA, Amazon
rich, enterprise-class, and isolated for S3/EBS/EFS/Glacier or any other storage
privacy and consistency.
target required by the user.
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